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unrest of their own creation. The democracies must respect
the liberty of individual non-violent conscience, however
inconvenient it may be. From that respect there will spring
hope for the world. This means that they put their con-
science and truth before their country's so-called interest.
For, regard for one's conscience, if it is really such, has
never yet injured any legitimate cause or interest. There-
fore, it comes to this that a pacifist must resist when he feels
strongly that, whether so-called democracies live or die,
the tug-of-war will never end war, and that it will only end
when at the crucial moment a body of pacifists have at any
cost testified their living faith by suffering, if need be, the
extreme penalty. I know the point for me to consider is not
how to avoid the extreme penalty, but how to behave so
as to achieve the object in view. Where the very disturb-
ing but potent factor of faith is part of one's conduct,
human calculations are of no avail. A true pacifist is a true
Satyagrahi. The latter acts by faith and therefore is not con-
cerned about the result, for he knows that it is assured when
the action is true.
After all, what is the gain if the so-called democracies
win? War certainly will not end. Democracies will have
adopted all the tactics of the Fascists and the Nazis, in-
cluding conscription and all other forcible methods to cdm-
pel and exact obedience. All that may be gained at the end
of the victory is the possibility of comparative protection
of individual liberty. But that protection does not depend
upon outside help. It comes from the internal determina-
tion to protect it against the whole world. In other words,
the true democrat is he who with purely non-violent means
defends his liberty and therefore his country's and ultimate-
ly that of the whole of mankind. In the coming test paci-
fists have to prove their faith by resolutely refusing to do
anything with war whether of defence or offence. But the
duty of resistance accrues only to those who believe in non-
violence as a creed—not to those who will calculate and
will examine the merits of each case and decide whether
to approve of or oppose a particular war. It follows that
such resistance is a matter for each person to decide for

